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come back, the ranking is clearly the opposite. Step #4: Shop around It's a rare breed
of designer who isn't required to consider the competition if they are successful, but

even the rarest breeds of designers are sometimes overwhelmed by the sheer
volume of options out there. That's the reason why today I'm going to share a few

things that I look for when buying a new computer keyboard for the first time.
Sourcing of Parts When I'm ready to buy a new computer keyboard, I always start by
sourcing parts. This is where I select a brand, model and type of keyboard to make

sure I'm getting what I need. For a full breakdown of keyboard specifications (see list
below) it will typically take me half a day to determine what I need. I like to get

everything from a single source because usually that's the best option. However, if
that's not possible, then I'll usually call a couple different vendors to make sure I'm

getting what I'm after. Keyboard Brands These days, you can buy really nice
keyboards from all sorts of different vendors. From the manufacturers of ThinkPad to

the recently acquired Mionix, you can't go wrong with any of them. The choice is
really all about what you need. Like all components, you have to be careful when
choosing an individual brand. Some brands are well known for exceptionally high

quality parts while others have many issues. If you're not too picky about the name
on the bottom of your keyboard, that's cool. But if you're looking for great

performance and an entirely reliable product, I'd recommend going a bit further in
researching the brand. Here's my short list of recommended brands (I'm not

endorsing all of these by any means): Steelseries SteelSeries Mionix When it comes to
the manufacture of mechanical keyboards, one of the things I look for
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